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an addendum to a film



"...and as fire by nature warms, and
water cools, so the letters by their
nature create all sorts of creatures."---R.
Yehuda Albotini
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This all started simply enough. It was a
few years ago now. I had been casually
surfing the internet, hopping from one
hyperlink to the next, investigating
whatever whim I was following at the
moment, when I stumbled across the
mythic figure of the golem. A story I was
vaguely familiar with from my Jewish
upbringing, but one that held no
particular importance or influence over
me. Now however, upon its
reintroduction into my life it suddenly
appeared so mutant and malleable. And
thus, attractive.

And so began my research. The result
of which was the slow dawning of a
thought: Perhaps we have been living in
the shadow of the golem for the last
several centuries. Or to put it in the
inverse: perhaps the golem has been
lurking in the forgotten corners of
history, itself the shadow self of Western
enlightenment thought. And if it is a
shadow, does this mean that it needs to
come out into the light?
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Soon I began to see the golem
everywhere. In everything…
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Golem is
potentiality.
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"Golem: Modern Wars and Their
Monsters" --Maya Barzilai

“ Victor Turner reminds us that
metaphors in general work as a 'species
of liminal monster . . . whose
combination of familiar and unfamiliar
features or unfamiliar combination of
familiar features provokes us into
thought, provides us with new
perspectives.' "
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The golem—created through earth and
language--dumb in all
manner--eventually rends control from
maker and wreaks havoc.
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How little information humans need to
construct meaning and thus how many
meanings/interpretations exist…creating
meaning with as little means necessary.
eg: Text and Earth
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Is meaning constructed of revealed?

Revelation implies that the
concept/idea/‘truth’ is already extant- is
it sui generis or from a source? Like the
revelation of a trauma- the moment that
the repressed event/idea is
remembered. How an identity is formed
by an ongoing series of connections and
meaning making moments. But how
consciously are we creating or
interrogating these moments. How in
control or responsible are we in
constructing our identity?
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The earliest record of the word “golem”
is found in Psalm 139, verse 16. It is
written in the possessive, as “golmi.”
The phrase is generally translated to
read “Your eyes did see mine unformed
substance.” Here, golem is this
unformed, embryonic matter,
possessing the potential for life.
Traditionally this psalm is said to have
been written from the perspective of
Adam, the first man. And indeed the
creation by God of Adam is the ultimate
model for the Golem myth.
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"The Creator and the Computer"
--David R. Blumenthal

“According to the Bible, God created the
world through speech. God spoke and
the world came into being. But just
exactly how did God do that? How does
speech, which is immaterial, create the
world, which is material? And what is
"speech" to a God who is utterly
transcendent? It cannot be the same as
human speech for it takes place in a
nonmaterial realm and, furthermore, it is
creative. The Sefer Yesira, which dates
from the early centuries of this era and
is actually a group of texts which has
been edited into one whole,[1] sought to
provide some answers to these
questions. According to Sefer Yesira,
God's "speech" was not talking in the
sense of someone speaking, but rather
a manipulation of the letters of the
Hebrew alphabet. These letters, Sefer
Yesira teaches, are not merely linguistic
symbols. They are real, having
existence outside the human mind. They
are made of a special spiritual
substance and, hence, could be formed,
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weighed, shaped, etc. by God. Creation,
then, was the process of shaping the
letters so as to form reality. There are
several accounts of this process in Sefer
Yesira.”
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Sefer Yetzirah [Book of Creation]

"The decrees through which God
brought creation into being consisted of
sayings. These in turn consisted of
words, and these words were formed
out of letters. Hence, it was through the
letters of the alphabet that the universe
was created. These letters of creation
were not only responsible for the
inception of the world, but they also
constantly sustain it....If these words
and letters were withdrawn for even an
instant, the universe would cease to
exist. Thus, if one knows how to
manipulate the letters correctly, one can
also manipulate the most elemental
forces of creation."
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Is speech -the spoken- the bridge in this
logic divide: action/enactment over
speech ?
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Text as transformational/magic agent of
exchange from virtual to material. Or
holder of the potential energy of that
transformation.
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"My Golem" - jokes, tales, sketches all
somehow embodying the myth of the
Golem. Contemporary and historical and
associational portrayals. Incorporate a
variety of perspectives- culturally,
gender/sexual identity-wise. Complicate
and explode the myth.

Scenes:
- a director and VFX person design a
golem figure in 3D rendering software
(greebles?)
- a brick of mud sits on the floor in a
pool of moonlight. The letter A or maybe
Aleph is carved into the brick.
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Like most mystical traditions from
across the world religions, the
Kabbalists are concerned with the
esoteric, or that which is hidden, within
the material and textual world.
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The Kabbalists were devoted to unifying
the hidden and purely abstract and
infinite aspects of god with the material
and manifest terms which humans deal
in. The Kabbalists believed the world to
be quite literally forged in and made
from language. As such, certain sects
used the Hebrew alphabet as a kind of
meditative device. The Spanish Ecstatic
Kabbalists, lead by Abraham Abalufia,
used a kind of permutational system,
where they would go through every
possible letter combination in their
minds. Some say that the golem was
actually a thought-form that was
reached at the end of this meditative
exercise and was never meant to be
physically manifest.
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Exegesis : reading into text and
phenomena to construct meaning from
context.

(thought record)
Image logic over linguistic logic- what
does that look like?
Actually, in the move from the textual
logic to image logic-literally reading out
from the text- exegesis is the starting
point.
Does Exegesis-> Eisegesis = language
logic-> image logic ?
Exegesis is reading out of a text while
Eisegesis is reading into a text, so is
eise-logic an image-logic?
Not really.
Eisegesis is commonly regarded as a
failure to consider context in order to
reenforce already held notions and
beliefs. Astronomy is exegetic and
astrology is eisegetic, some might say.
The image-logic is synchronous logic?
Synchronicity (as defined by Jung) is a-
causal image logic can be extremely
causal actually- i.e. The Way Things Go
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- the narrative logic is literally cause and
affect.
So does image logic necessarily
possess narrative logic through material
causality? Or can it also be ‘out-of-time’
or suggest extreme ’presence’, or
“synchrony’? Like improvisation can
start as a back and forth but then
‘transcend’ to greater than the sum of its
parts: setting up the
parameters/conditions then “allowing”
everything to happen.
Does illusion always come in the
animation of an idea/text?Does the
image-logic, always convert from the
linguistic-logic thru illusion/magic?
Is this illusion eisegesic?
Maybe its more Midrashic/Metaphoric or
Allegoric than Eisegesic? Invent an
analogue or extend an implication to
reinforce a particular reading/projection
from the text—
NOT necessarily the literal and the
allegorical.
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all about the moment of:
animation/
creation/
connecting of dots/
translation/
meaning making/
revelation/
magic/
pattern recognition
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D O N E
"Finding the Face/A Golem"
The bottom of a shallow ravine in Malibu
State Park. The camera, wide, “finds the
shot” moving and pulling into focus on a
rocky mountainside until a pareidolic
image of a gorilla face registers in the
rocks. Hold for a long beat. Slowly fade
to black while fading up on a night
scene. A couple of trees and some
grass just barely register in the dark
image. Hold for a long beat until a
flaming letter ‘A’ appears between the
trees. (this is possibly done by actually
projecting a stock image flaming ‘A’ with
a fan placed in front of the projector
beam, creating an artificial flame flicker
analog animation). (perhaps the shot
breaks down or is “unfound” at the end)
(Or maybe make this the first scene)
Slowly start to superimpose a clay
greeble sculpture over the night scene.
(greeble in front of black background in
shallow focus.) The greeble image
eventually replaces the night scene
entirely. Now the greeble is against a
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white background. The greeble begins
to rotate (perhaps thru stop-motion).
The greeble does at least a half dozen
rotations before it then blinks out-
leaving the white background.
Cut to: Extreme close-up on a neural
network dreamscape. (the image is
printed, matte, on paper) The camera
slowly travels over the image on the
paper, exploring the neural dreamscape.
Eventually the full image is revealed,
only to move back into a close up and
swish pan and…
Cut to: Close up of the painted face
mask with a blue witch’s nose in front of
a green screen, worn by a head wearing
a green screen hood. (perhaps the nose
turns green screen) The face begins to
turn and then spin faster and faster.
(perhaps filmed in slow-mo) (maybe this
scene is reversed so the spinning face
starts out and matches with the swish
pan at the end of the previous shot and
then comes to a stop revolving into a
clear image of the mask.)
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I was brought into existence just the
other day. Conjured through pigmented
oil and the bristle of a brush. Initially, I
was laid out tentatively on the surface,
then glommed on fast and thick. Then
scratched into being with the blunt edge
of a palette knife. I cannot speak, I am
not speaking to you now. I am simply
communicating.
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Golems were often referenced as a
signal of Jewish superiority in the dark
arts. These golems are often talked
about as servant types that exist for a
brief time and then disappear.
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Lurrianic Kabbalah is the most recent
Kabbalistic tradition dating to 16th
century Europe/Eastern Europe and is
the form which has the most influence
on contemporary religious Jews today.
This takes the Kabbalah in a less literal
manner and more as a spiritual teacher
of hidden values in the Bible. This is
also the first form of Kabbalah to
infiltrate a broader community of Jews
who incorporated its spirit into their daily
practice. As such, this is also the period
wherein the Golem entered a more
folkloric tradition, combining with the
everyday realities of the Jewish
community. This is where the roots of
the Golem as protector and redeemer
can be found.
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The story beats of the golem myth
(replace with my own abstractions/riffs
on these?):
Jews live in a ghetto- a marginalized
and vulnerable community.
Jews come under direct threat - blood
libel.
Rabbi Lowe of kabbalist leanings, is
visited by an angel in a dream- he
interprets the dream to mean that it is
necessary to create a defender of the
Jews.
Lowe gathers a group of acolytes and
goes to the riverbank. They form the
body of creature with mud as they recite
incantations. They transcribe a portion
of text directly onto the body of the
creature. 
It is alive.
It is a golem.
The creature is dumb, mute, literal-
minded. He accomplishes the task as
precisely laid-out to him. When Jews are
harassed, he defends them.
(Perhaps) the rabbi’s daughter and the
golem establish a fondness for each
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other. 
The golem grows increasingly self-
aware and unsatisfied in his position as
less then human.
These new-found feelings start to
undermine his mission- his frustrations
cause him to become more violent and
out of control.
One day he loses control and kills
someone who was harassing the
Rabbi's daughter. She gets upset at him
for going too far. 
The golem is upset and enraged and
goes on a rampage of destruction,
eventually destroying sections of the
ghetto itself.
Rabbi Lowe finds the golem. The golem
knows he has done wrong (they both
have) and allows the Rabbi to destroy
him by erasing the letters from his body.
His lifeless body is hidden away in the
attic of the synagogue for safe-keeping,
never to be seen again.
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Translate Golem paintings, quite
literally/faithfully, into cinematic shots,
the representation of the actual golem
will be the most apparent barometer of
the level of literalness realized, in
translating painting to cinema.
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Niven's Law [converse of
Clarke's Third Law]

"Any sufficiently rigorously defined
magic is indistinguishable from
technology."
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During the Convivencia- the couple of
centuries of cohabitation and mutual
learning between the Muslim, Christian
and Jewish populations of Spain, or "Al-
Andalus" as its Muslim rulers so named
it, there lived a man named Ramon Llull.
Llull was an idiosyncratic, polymathic,
late-in-life Christian zealot who
borrowed freely from the intellectual
contributions of his Muslim and Jewish
contemporaries. In some circles he is
most well known for his tome, Ars
Magna. In this work and much the rest
of his life Llull attempted to come up
with a logical system to prove the
inherent truth of Christian doctrine. He
did this by employing means that may
look familiar to those who have studied
or even cursorily looked at Kabbalistic
diagrams: logic trees and
combinatory/permutational circles
abound.
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Llull marks a profound turn, for he is
considered both a mystic and logician.
One could say that his logic is born out
of, not simply his religious convictions,
but his mystic disposition. And by this I
mean the tendency to look for and find
hidden meanings. The world is an
abundant field of referents and symbols
that need deciphering. But where much
of the mystical tradition is happy seeking
out or opening up meanings, Llull
wanted to lock them down. It has a
certain golem-tendency in it: to utilitize
language and symbology for concrete
ends. Although, at this point most
golems and their makers were content
with their ephemeral status. Llull was
seeking universal, timeless truths.
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Golem myth emerges at the hinge point
between magic and science.

mysticism/magic > alchemy > chemistry

Attempts to get beyond language.

Movement from Language > Image
>Embodiment
or
Automaton > Autonomous

(too neat a journey? too defined and
binary?)

Is it necessary to show the moment of
creation— the creature birthed from
man. Or is the moment of self-
consciousness of the creature the more
important moment to show?
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"Golem: Modern Wars and Their
Monsters" --Maya Barzilai

“An influential Latin letter written by
Christoph Arnold to the Christian
Hebraist Johann Christoph Wagenseil in
1674 took up such a narrative about a
Polish Jewish community. This story
was translated into German in 1689 and
used as alleged proof of Jewish sorcery,
so that, according to Gelbin, it was now
'filtered through the lens of Christian
writers and imbued with the stereotypes
that their time held regarding Jews.' The
golem’s destructive aspect needs to be
understood from within this intercultural
and inter-religious framework, the result
of Jewish-Christian interaction.”
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Definitions

Entitativity- the consideration of
something as pure entity, i.e., the mental
abstraction from attendant
circumstances. In psychology, it typically
refers to the perception of a group as
pure entity (an entitative group),
abstracted from its attendant individuals.
It is different from holistic perception.
Operationally entitativity can also be
defined as perceiving a collection of
social targets (e.g., individuals) as
possessing unity and coherence (e.g., a
group).

Physiognomy- the assessment of
character or personality from a person's
outer appearance, especially the face.
The term can also refer to the general
appearance of a person, object, or
terrain without reference to its implied
characteristics.
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Sefer Yetzirah [Book of Creation]
2:2

"Twenty-two letters: Engrave them,
carve them, weigh them, permute them,
and transform them, and with them
depict the soul of all that was formed
and all that will be formed in the future."
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Crucially, about 300 years later this line
of combinatory thinking, along with an
assortment of other influences borrowed
from across intellectual history (such as
the I Ching) would eventually lead
German polymath Gottfried Wilhelm
Leibniz to (arguably) come up with the
binary code. Which we all know, has
been used as the primary operating
language of computers.
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“Let us Calculate!:Leibniz, Llull,
and the Computational
Imagination"--Jonathan Gray

"Llull held that this art could be used to
'banish all erroneous opinions' and to
arrive at 'true intellectual certitude
removed from any doubt'. He drew in
turn on the medieval Arabic zairja, an
algorithmic process of 'letter magic' for
calculating truth on the basis of a finite
number of elements. Its practitioners
would give advice or make predictions
on the basis of interpretations of strings
of letters resulting from a calculation.
Llull’s experimentation channelled this
procedural conception of reasoning, and
was drawn upon by the intellectual
milieu in which Leibniz developed his
early ideas.
While critical towards the details of
Llull’s proposed categories and
procedures, Leibniz was taken with his
overarching vision of the combinatorial
art. He drew two key aspirations from
Llull’s work: the idea of fundamental
conceptual elements, and the idea of a
method through which to combine and
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calculate with them. The former would
enable us to reformulate more complex
ideas in terms of simpler ones (for
'everything which exists or which can be
thought', Leibniz wrote, 'must be
compounded of parts'). The latter would
enable us to reason with these elements
precisely and without error, as well as
generate new insights and ideas.”
--Jonathan Gray
“Let us Calculate!:Leibniz, Llull, and the
Computational Imagination"
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Outline:
1. Is a greeble a golem (Or how does a
greeble become a golem)?
A. Arrival at the Question
B. Golem
⁃ cabalistic origins
C. Greeble
⁃ pareidolia
⁃ experimental origins/use
D. Golem
⁃ retelling of canonical Golem of Prague
story
E. Greeble
⁃ what greebles say about how humans
read faces
⁃ neural network dreaming
⁃ neural network model for facial
recognition software
2. Findings
A. (Hypothesize a reading of the golem
myth as a warning against
eisegetic biblical interpretations: against
a utilitarian wielding of
the holy text. Or leave this reading out-
implied) don’t explicitly
tie together the two ideas- just lay them
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out side by side.
B. (Read the development of facial
recognition through this golem lens
and) reveal the recent findings that this
software is being used to
re-enforce a racist justice system. (i.e.
the data that is being used
to teach faces are predominantly white-
so the machines are bad at
reading persons of color’s faces. The
faces that are statistically
more likely to be subject to this software
in the first place)
3. MetaAnalysis
A. The form of the the essay and
images is an attempt to mimic my
thinking/researching/note-taking, in
which the internet is a second
“neural network”, ping-ponging with my
own.
B. Further, it is about creating meaning
in general. How two things/
concepts become linked to create
further meaning. And how false
meaning can be created this way.
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The face is a text. Each feature and how
they are configured spells out a person.
Facial recognition makes a face a text.
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a greeble, a golem: is a greeble a
golem?

New: two-channel video: 
On one channel a greeble is being
rendered in 3D modeling software-
presented like a youtube tutorial. This
side is lit up when VO about
greebles/facial recognition is read. 
The second channel correlates to the
golem myth. On that channel a 3D
animated flame alphabet illustrating the
"gates" of kabbalistic theory.
Each channel dims when the other is
speaking. 
Each VO is in a different text-to-speech
voice.
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Golem is all/only embodiment. With the
emergence of rationality/
empiricism and emphasis on the
intellect the golem becomes a
nightmare/shadow of the embodied
existence they are abandoning
or the fear that one must over-come in
order to exist again in the world once
one has so thoroughly defined oneself in
language and rational constructions.
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Definitions

Ontological Storytelling-Ontology
Engineering in service of narrative
creation.

Ontologies Engineering- formalizes
representations of a set of concepts
within a domain and the relationships
between those concepts. A large-scale
representation of abstract concepts
such as actions, time, physical objects
and beliefs would be an example of
ontological engineering.

Neural Network- a computing system
made up of a number of simple, highly
interconnected processing elements,
which process information by their
dynamic state response to external
inputs.
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"The Aleph" --Jorge Luis Borges
[1958]

"I arrive now at the ineffable core of my
story. And here begins my despair as a
writer. All language is a set of symbols
whose use among its speakers
assumes a shared past. How, then, can
I translate into words the limitless Aleph,
which my floundering mind can scarcely
encompass? Mystics, faced with the
same problem, fall back on symbols: to
signify the godhead, one Persian
speaks of a bird that somehow is all
birds; Alanus de Insulis, of a sphere
whose center is everywhere and
circumference is nowhere; Ezekiel, of a
four-faced angel who at one and the
same time moves east and west, north
and south. (Not in vain do I recall these
inconceivable analogies; they bear
some relation to the Aleph.) Perhaps the
gods might grant me a similar metaphor,
but then this account would become
contaminated by literature, by fiction.
Really, what I want to do is impossible,
for any listing of an endless series is
doomed to be infinitesimal. In that single
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gigantic instant I saw millions of acts
both delightful and awful; not one of
them occupied the same point in space,
without overlapping ortransparency.
What my eyes beheld was
simultaneous, but what I shall now write
down will be successive, because
language is successive. Nonetheless, I’ll
try to recollect what I can...
I saw the Aleph from every point and
angle, and in the Aleph I saw the earth
and in the earth the Aleph and in the
Aleph the earth; I saw my own face and
my own bowels; I saw your face; and I
felt dizzy and wept, for my eyes had
seen that secret and conjectured object
whose name is common to all men but
which no man has looked upon — the
unimaginable universe."
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"The Golem of Prague and the
Golem of Rehovoth" --Gershom
Scholem

"It is only appropriate to mention that
Rabbi Loew was not only the spiritual,
but also the actual, ancestor of the great
mathematician Theodor von Karman
who, I recall, was extremely proud of
this ancestor of his in whom he saw the
first genius of applied mathematics in
his family. But we may safely say that
Rabbi Loew was also the spiritual
ancestor of two other departed Jews—I
mean John von Neumann and Norbert
Wiener—who contributed more than
anyone else to the magic that has
produced the modern Golem. It is the
latest embodiment of this magic which
we are privileged to dedicate today, the
Golem of Rehovoth. And, indeed, the
Golem of Rehovoth."
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Gershom Scholem was born Gerhard, to
an adamantly secular and proudly
German, upper-middle class Jewish
family, in Berlin, Germany in 1897. He
emigrated to Palestine in 1923. And he
died in Jerusalem in 1982. Scholem was
the preeminent scholar of the 20th
century on the topic of Jewish mysticism
and messianism. And as such he was
one of the key thinkers and investigators
of the myth of the golem. He was also
something of a public intellectual, and
could often be found in conversation
and spirited debate with major figures of
20th century philosophy, literature, and
theory. In fact, he grew up with and had
a very close relationship with Walter
Benjamin. Although their paths diverged
to some extant, literally and figuratively,
when Benjamin allied more closely with
Marxism and Scholem with Zionism-
although he always claimed to be
anarchist over a nationalist of any stripe.
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"The Golem of Prague and the
Golem of Rehovoth"--Gershom
Scholem

"It may be far removed from what the
modern electronic engineer and applied
mathematician have in mind when they
concoct their own species of Golem—
and yet, all theological trappings
notwithstanding, there is a straight line
linking the two developments."
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"The Golem of Prague and the
Golem of Rehovoth"--Gershom
Scholem

"In the development of this conception
the Golem has always existed on two
quite separate planes. The one was the
plane of ecstatic experience where the
figure of clay, infused with all those
radiations of the human mind which are
the combinations of the alphabet,
became alive for the fleeting moment of
ecstasy, but not beyond it. The other
was the legendary plane where Jewish
folk tradition, having heard of the
Kabbalistic speculations on the spiritual
plane, translated them into down-to-
earth tales and traditions like the ones I
quoted at the beginning. The Golem,
instead of being a spiritual experience of
man, became a technical servant of
man's needs, controlled by him in an
uneasy and precarious equilibrium."
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When contemplating the life of Scholem,
it is hard not to consider the “down-to-
earth” existence of the man and the
golem. The folkloric approach evokes a
socio-political dimension this tale
operates within. So, if we look back at
the folklore version of the Golem of
Prague it could be summarized as a tale
of a victimized people creating a being
to protect them through a use of
violence and force that they themselves
could not practice. And the
consequences of that. To me this myth
speaks of historical fact. And I’m left to
consider this thought: is the state of
Israel the Jew’s Golem for the 20th/21st
centuries.
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An impotent man conjures a golem to
which he is the cuck. At the end they
kiss/fuck.
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a golem is:
• a robot- artificial
intelligence/automata/automatons
• a mute
• dumb…with no agency of it’s own.
• a living thing but somehow still empty
(me/depression)
• cgi
• a monster
• a bio-engineered being*
• a homunculus
• a baby/offspring
• facial recognition software
• a greeble
• a metonym?
• the internet
• a tulpa
• Antifa**
• Israel
• a phallus***
• a body/flesh****
• potentiality
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The Golem again: Sometime in the 16th
century, the Chief Rabbi of Prague,
under vague threats of state violence
and expulsion, takes it upon himself to
conjure a being. The Golem is an entity
born from the animating flame of “the
Word”, impregnating a hunk of dead
earth: the holy text wrought in earth to
service its human creator.
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Part of the Zionist project, from its early
days at the turn of the last century- was
the re-imagining of the very conception
of the diaspora, European Jew. The
timid, bookish, victim, who lacked
agency.
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The “Muscular Jew” as imagined up by
Max Nordau at the Second Zionist
Conference in Basel Switzerland in the
summer of 1898: “Zionism breathes new
life into Judaism. This much I am sure
of. It does this morally by refreshing the
ideals of the People, physically by the
physical education of our offspring, who
shall reestablish a bygone muscular
Judaism.”
This should therefore not only replace
the widespread image of the weak Jew
but also support the creation of a new,
physically strong “Judaism.” It didn’t
take long for this to be realized: just
three months following Nordau’s
address, the first Jewish sports
association was founded in Berlin.”
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It is very possible to say that at the turn
of the 20th century Jews were
reimagining themselves as their own
golems. No longer victims but their own
redemptive figures. The consequences
of this may very well mirror the figure of
the golem run amok.
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"The Golem of Prague and the
Golem of Rehovoth"--Gershom
Scholem

"So I resign myself and say to the
Golem and its creator: develop
peacefully and don't destroy the
world. Shalom."
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Re: facial recognition Software- 
“This suggests that the conditions in
which an algorithm is created—
particularly the racial makeup of its
development team and test photo as a
bases—can influence the accuracy of its
results.”
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An imitation of life

Seems helpful at first until it betrays you
with your own worst tendencies.
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Can be a metaphor for eisegesis (or
exegesis gone wrong): a cautionary tale.
By reading out of the text for utility you
can create an entity that gets beyond
your control. Your prescriptiveness, your
utilizing through literalizing, can be used
against you for it is generated out of fear
and preservation.
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There is another story about the
Marharal of Prague. As was mentioned
earlier, this Rabbi was well respected in
his time and even perhaps a member of
the court of the Emperor Rudolph II. The
emperor called him to court one day,
knowing he was a sage that possessed
certain magical knowledge. He asked
the Maharal to conjure the spirits of the
dead. And the Maharal, being a loyal
subject, did so. Some believe that the
Maharal actually used a sort of magic
lantern to perform this conjuring. And in
this way the Maharal is not only a
master animator of life but of modern
illusion and cinema itself. Now all of this
is probably apocryphal. But it gets at a
certain quality inherent to the golem
myth that makes it very attractive to
cinema.
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My Golem 1.5: A very conscious
construction of discreet shots (mostly in
close-up, maybe medium) that builds to
a narrative moment which is the
animation of a Golem. A sound grows
louder, or the sound design grows
louder and more complex as shots
accrue.

Prologue: A mud brick sits on a work
bench, in a warm pool of flickering light.
An “aleph” or “A” (or smiley
face) letter is carved into the top of it.
The brick begins to wobble slightly, then
jerks suddenly, knocking over the
flickering light source: a candle. All goes
dark. (if this is the climax- does this give
everything away at beginning?)
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Paul Wegener was a German theater
actor who early on made the transition
into cinema, appearing in his first film,
"The Student of Prague", in 1913.
Apparently, while filming in Prague he
heard of the tale of the golem and it
intrigued him. He would go on to co-
write, direct, and star in 3 golem films.
The first in 1915, simply title “The
Golem” ; the second in 1917 titled “The
Golem and the Dancer”; and the final
one in 1920 entitled, “The Golem: How
He Came into the World.” Only this final
one survives. But it has become a
hallmark of German Expressionist
cinema and an early precursor to the
horror genre.
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The cinema seems to reinvest magic
and terror in the golem. To make it felt. If
the mysticism of the Kabbalists had,
through the turns of history, somehow
transmogrified into a logical
utilitarianism, the cinema along with the
horrors of the 20th century seem to
have reignited the irrational fervor of the
golem story.
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Remake lost
Paul Wegener
1915 “Der
Golem” Movie
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Linguistic Logic- employs signs which
have one to one meaning; language
describes.
VS
Imagistic Logic- evokes imagery which
is fluid/dynamic and
subjective/idiosyncratic
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As cinema has left the material of film
behind and moved into the digital age
other golem-ic aspects seem to emerge
in the new technologies. Take for
instance green screen. The material of
green screen, as I see it, embodies one
of the central qualities and tensions of
the golem. It is unformed, a substance
of potentiality at the threshold of the
virtual and material.
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A Greeble, A Golem: 
A: hey! glad you could make it.
B: yeah of course, happy to be here. So
what we got? You didn’t really tell me
much.
A: yeah, so I mentioned the golem
though, right?
B: yeah, Gollum 
A: no golem
B: They’re not the same thing? 
A: hahah no…
B: oh well I guess all that last minute
research I did into Gollum was for
nothing.
A: Oh damn, did you really do that?! 
B: Nah, jk jk
A: haha okey good, good. I prefer if we
start from scratch anyway. 
B: cool, so we’ve got our work cut out
for us. I’m down. 
A: So, I need to come up with- we need
to come up with- the model for the
monster in my new movie. 
B: sweet, you know I love to flex my
monster-makin’ skills. And this monster
is a gollum-golem?
A: Ya, sorta. Well, based on the golem.
Or golem-esqu. The story alludes to, or
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suggests golem-ness I guess.
B: (smirks) So, I see you’ve got this all
worked out.
A: Ha! no..
B: So, do you wanna tell me a little
about the golem myth- like what does a
golem look like? do we know?
A: Well, I don’t know if I really wanna
make this Golem look like, historically,
how golems have looked. like in past
movies and stuff.
B: Ok, ok, but we need to start
somewhere! 
A: You’re right, you’re right. Okay, how
‘bout this. I tell you the story. or one of
the stories. as I remember it. maybe it’ll
whet your palette a little. get you’re mind
working. 
B: yes, that’s what i want. go for it!
A:
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Or, how about Gollum. Often when I tell
someone I am working on a project
concerning the golem, they get
confused and think that I’m talking about
the Lord of the Rings character, Gollum.
But, I’ve thought about it, and indeed
maybe Gollum does have something to
do with the golem. Or at least the
technology that brought him to life
cinematically. Gollum was one of the
first fully digital characters to be brought
to life and animated through motion
capture technology. A real actor’s body
is covered with censors, mapped and
digitally encoded. Maybe it's a kind of
reverse golem in some ways. From
matter to virtuality.
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A series of interlocking but diverse (in
subject and approach) short pieces.

However the overall thrust of the work
should be the sense of an increasing
unmooring from binaries,
taxonomies/naming, narrative,
language, and givens (found and
received imagery) into a realm of the
purely visual, associational,
embodied. Language becomes material
and meaning emerges instead of being
determined.

Should there be a meta-narrative that
contains the smaller digressions?
What about a bookending framework
like the arctic expedition in
Frankenstein?
What would be the equivalent here?
machine learning sessions?
What does this look like- concretely?

AI is a golem deprived of their body. The
quest is to move from the virtual to the
material. How is this accomplished?
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It begins with a series of images being
shown and their names spoken. An
image is misidentified, bringing the flow
of images to a stop. An AI slowly grows
in consciousness and yearns for a
physical existence. It is finally granted
one. It fucks its creator and then leaves
to live in the world.
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But we haven’t quite investigated the
perspective of the golem. The material
reality of it. By switching points of view I
am hoping to find some value in the
Golem beyond cautionary tales for
overly ambitious white men.

Is there a version of this story that
doesn’t somehow end in destruction? 
Is it possible to transform and find
potential in the figure of the golem? 
Can the golem be redeemed from its
role as fraught redeemer to a people
that perhaps no longer need its
services, or to a world view that
desperately needs reconfiguring?
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What is a golem
which creates?
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I find it interesting that rocks, so often,
are used as a kind of platonic ideal of an
inanimate, dead thing. Rocks are dumb.
Life happens to rocks, they do not act or
possess it. But golems are rocks that
act. Golems are willful rocks. And so
what is a model for a willful rock I
wondered.
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Maybe when the banality of a materially
causal chain results in a moment of
transformation and transcendence
authenticity is associated with this act. If
embodied authentic; if represented-
usually illusion/contrivance.

Alchemy / a magical transformation can
often occur through improvisation or
starting from failure or a translation (i.e.
from virtual to actual; literary to
imagistic)

Is magic generated through
transformation or do you need magic for
transformation to occur?
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Definitions

Metonymy- the substitution of the name
of an attribute or adjunct for that of the
thing meant, for example suit for
business executive, or the track for
horse racing.

Phenomenology- the science of
phenomena as distinct from that of the
nature of being. An approach that
concentrates on the study of
consciousness and the objects of direct
experience.

Ontology- The branch of metaphysics
dealing with the nature of being. A set of
concepts and categories in a subject
area or domain that shows their
properties and the relations between
them.
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"Willful Stones" --Sara Ahmed

"Take Spinoza: a philosopher who
contrasts with Augustine as one who
does not argue for free will. A
contrasting set of beliefs: but the stone
still appears. Spinoza’s stone is a rather
queer stone. For in thinking of the stone,
Spinoza gives us a story of a thinking
stone. “Now this stone since it is
conscious only of its endeavour
[conatus] and is not at all indifferent, will
surely think that it is completely free,
and that it continues in motion for no
other reason than it so wishes” (cited in
Sharpe 2011: 65).[ii] Say the stone is
falling. If a stone could think, Spinoza
suggests, it would think of itself as a
willing stone, as the origin of its
movement, as able to stop and start at
will. Oh how the wrong the stone would
be! How wishful and willful but how
wrong! That is not, however, Spinoza’s
point: to expose the error of a thinking
stone. He intends this stone to expose
human error: if there is humiliation in the
story it belongs to the humans not the
stones. Spinoza’s aims in throwing a
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stone into a letter to expose the error of
human will (an error that Nietzsche
would later tie to the general error of
causality). Spinoza: “This, then, is that
human freedom which all men boast of
possessing, and which consist solely in
this, that men are conscious of their
desire and unaware of the causes by
which they are determined.” 

If we can think the queerness of a
thinking stone, we might not need to
travel far to reach the queerness of a
willing stone. Willing would matter not as
the causing of an action but as the
feeling of being the cause, or even the
feeling that accompanies what Spinoza
called conatus, perseverance in being.
This is exactly Schopenhauer’s angle on
Spinoza’s thinking stone. He writes:
“Spinoza says that if a stone projected
through the air had consciousness, it
would imagine it was flying of its own
free will. I add merely that the stone
would be right” ([1819] 1966: 126).
Schopenhauer is not in suggesting the
stone is right (rather than humans are
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wrong) positing a model of the free will
as self-originating movement. Rather
the will becomes something everything
has: another kind of kinship, a stony
kinship. Schopenhauer explains: “the
will proclaims itself just as directly in the
fall of a stone as in the action of a man.
The difference is only that in its
particular manifestation is brought about
in the one case by a motive, in the other
by a mechanically acting cause” 
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In an ancient lakebed in Death Valley a
mysterious act of will has been
occurring for many many years. The
rocks there seem to move of their own
accord, leaving arcing trails behind them
for several hundred feet. For many
years this was a true mystery. How did
these rocks, many of quite hefty size
and weight, seem to be moving across
this perfectly flat expanse? So, are
these Ahmed’s queer rocks? Or have
they been explained away by science?
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Perhaps the golem was alive before the
incantations and the permutations and
moldings of the earth. Perhaps we have
been looking in the wrong place the
whole time. Or the motivation has been
completely off. Creation of life is not the
holy right of the human race. Perhaps it
is the recognition and the naming of life.
The earth was never a dead thing to
begin with. The magic task is the re-
enchantment of the world.
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Meaning creation and animation of the
“inanimate” in shaping
identity—the need to make sense and
meaning in the world and
the lies and fantasies we tell ourselves
to fit those meanings into our pre-
existing world view.
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Or perhaps this is too naive or simplified
a picture to imagine for the golem.
Maybe an emancipated golem is closer
to Donna Haraway’s notion of the
Cyborg from her classic 1981 “Cyborg
Manifesto.” An intentionally ironic and
unromantic imagining of a world stripped
of Western mythology’s obsessions with
purity, duality, and origin. A messy
existence wherein bastard monsters and
cyborgs determine their own futures.
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"A Cyborg Manifesto"--Donna
Haraway

“Writing is pre-eminently the technology
of cyborgs, etched surfaces of the late
twentieth century. Cyborg politics is the
struggle for language and the struggle
against perfect communication, against
the one code that translates all meaning
perfectly, the central dogma of
phallogocentrism. That is why cyborg
politics insist on noise and advocate
pollution, rejoicing in the illegitimate
fusions of animal and machine. These
are the couplings which make Man and
Woman so problematic, subverting the
structure of desire, the force imagined to
generate language and gender, and so
subverting the structure and modes of
reproduction of 'Western' identity, of
nature and culture, of mirror and eye,
slave and master, body and mind. 'We'
did not originally choose to be cyborgs,
but choice grounds a liberal politics and
epistemology that imagines the
reproduction of individuals before the
wider replications of ‘texts'."
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Maybe we can begin to imagine,
collectively, a golem unshackled from
the demands of its creation. Wandering
on a parallel plane of existence, perhaps
free, perhaps in some sort of self-
imposed exile, perhaps simply waiting.
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